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CHAP TER 1
Introduction to Resident Recruitment

For residency training programs, attaining and maintaining accreditation is the number-one
priority. Although doing so requires focusing on many aspects of such programs, recruitment of
top applicants as future residents heads the list of crucial tasks.
This book focuses on the recruitment process, which is arguably the most important process in
the entire yearly cycle of a graduate medical education (GME) training program. A retired
program director was once overheard saying that residencies were like football teams: The senior
residents teach the junior residents similar to how veteran players take rookies under their
wings, and the faculty lines the field, coaches the team, and supplies the balls. As on a football
team, recruiting good residents, supplying good coaching, and teaching good skills all support a
positive training program, which in turn supports maintaining accreditation.
Recruitment is an ongoing process that ebbs and flows throughout the year. Certain crucial
periods require intensive time from the program coordinator, and these peak months require
organization and patience. These more challenging times are balanced by the rewards, which
include watching a new trainee progress through the program, the final outcome of graduation,
and the prospect of what is to come for the graduate.
Even with excellent screening and interviewing practices, however, the occasional “bad apple”
will slip through the process. Note that this situation is unpleasant and requires additional time
from the program director, faculty, and program coordinator, but it is still possible to transform
such a resident into a successful physician.
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Recruitment processes for core residency programs run between September and March, and
those for fellowship programs are scattered throughout the year. Regardless of the type of
training program, the immediate recruitment process (i.e., reviewing applications, scheduling
and interviewing of prospective candidates) occurs at a specific time, whereas the long-term
recruitment process is a year-round endeavor.
This chapter will outline the various steps in the immediate recruitment process. All training
programs, both residency and fellowship, use similar steps. Subsequent chapters will discuss
each step in more detail.

The Steps of the Recruitment Process
Recruitment season begins with determining which criteria will be used to identify the
appropriate candidates to interview. For most programs, such criteria will include medical
school performance and United States Medical Licensure Examination (USMLE) scores. For
some programs, where the medical school training occurred (whether in the United States or in
another country) may also be an important criterion. Depending upon the program’s specialty,
various other skills may be important as well. The program will need to determine the following
prior to starting the recruitment process:
• The interview dates
• The agenda for the interview day
• The interview day structure, including which faculty will participate
For candidates, the process begins with completing their applications. They then submit their
applications through their medical schools or through the Educational Commission for Foreign
Medical Graduates into the appropriate system: the Electronic Residency Application Service
(ERAS), the Urology Match, or the San Francisco Match. These applications then become
available for review by the individual training programs, which then review them relative to the
program-determined criteria. Those who meet the criteria will be invited for an interview.
The interview day typically consists of an informal get-together and a formal interview. How a
training program organizes those two activities, however, is solely at the program’s discretion,
so there are almost as many variations as there are training programs. Subsequent chapters will
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address the various methods of scheduling interviews, organizing the interview day, and
considering the economic impact of interviews on both the candidate and the program.
Following the completion of interviews, the ranking session takes place. In this session, the
candidates’ interviews and the interview committee’s insights and recommendations are
discussed. The candidates are then ranked according to their value to the program, and the
program director typically has the final say in how that list (also known as the Match List) is
structured. The program then submits the final list to the appropriate matching program. The
candidates complete a similar process simultaneously, ranking the programs that would be the
best fit for them to complete their specified training. Once they finalize their choices, they, too,
submit their listing to the appropriate matching program.
The program then has 1.5–2.5 months of “downtime” between submission of the ranking list
and Match Day in March, which is when the results become final and the incoming residency
class determined. Although fellowship programs can hold their interview and match processes at
other times during the year, this same hiatus between interview and match is still observed.
Despite this seeming break, however, there is rarely “downtime” in the management of a training program. The time between interviews and matching is usually filled with preparing schedules for the incoming residents and pulling together documents and packets of information to
send to those who will match to your program. This time is also filled with developing orientation materials.
Match Week, or Match Day, is a very exciting time for both the candidate and the program (the
Match Week process and the Supplemental Offer and Acceptance Program dynamic will be
discussed further in later chapters). Once you know who is coming to your program, you will
send a welcome letter, informational packet and instructions, contract, and letter of intent to the
now-incoming resident/fellow. In all cases, the contract needs to be signed and returned, along
with the letter of intent. In most cases, there are other forms that will also need to be completed
and returned.
In addition, the sponsoring institution’s GME office will most likely have forms and requirements for the incoming residents to complete before they start their training. Most programs
and/or GME offices also have an incoming resident orientation. The length of this orientation
can fluctuate from one day to as much as a week or more. This is, again, dependent upon the
program and its sponsoring institution.
© 2016 HCPro
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Around this time, it is also beneficial to do a review of the immediate interview process to
identify what you may want to change or tweak for the next season. Many programs survey
their incoming residents, or even all of their candidates, about their interviews. Such feedback
can prove valuable as you conduct your own review of the process.
For the resident/fellow, the recruitment season comes to an end with Match Day, but the season
never really ends for the program. In fact, residents/fellows are the program’s primary recruitment tools. They will attest to how the program is managed, how it treats its residents/fellows,
and the strength of its educational and procedural aspects; therefore, future recruitment is part
of the resident’s or fellow’s entire experience.
The sample recruitment calendar in Figure 1.1 reflects the recruitment season for core training
programs. Fellowship training programs interview at various times throughout the year, as
dictated by the clinical specialty. Fellowship coordinators should access their clinical specialty
organizations for those specific dates. Nevertheless, the overall processes outlined here and in
the book as a whole apply to both core and fellowship training programs.
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Sample Recruitment Calendar

Figure
1.1
Month

Week 1

Week 2

July

• New residents
begin the
program

• Orientation week

• Orientation week

Week 3

Week 4

• DO applicants
begin applying to
American
Osteopathic
Association (AOA)
residency
programs
• AOA residency
programs start
receiving
applications
• July cycle program
users with a
reviewer/
interviewer role
will gain access to
the Program
Directors
Workstation
(PDWS)

August

September

• September cycle
program users gain
access to the PDWS
system for upcoming
year
• Applicants begin
applying to
Accreditation
Council for
Graduate Medical
Education
(ACGME)
residency
programs
• ACGME residency
programs start
receiving
applications
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• Programs start
reviewing
applications
• Programs schedule
faculty for interview
dates, reserve space
for interviews, and
make arrangements
for meals and
informal activities
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Sample Recruitment Calendar (cont.)

Figure
1.1
Month

Week 1

October

• Medical Student
• Programs begin
Performance
sending invitations
Evaluations
out and scheduling
(MSPE) are
interviews
released to
ACGME and AOA
residency
programs

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

November

• Residency recruitment continues (e.g., downloading applications and reviewing them for
possible invitation to interview, and scheduling interviews for accepted invitations)

December

• Residency recruitment continues (e.g., downloading applications and reviewing them for
possible invitation to interview, and scheduling interviews for accepted invitations)

January

• Residency recruitment continues (e.g., downloading applications and reviewing them for
possible invitation to interview, and scheduling interviews for accepted invitations)

November to
January

• Some large core training programs, such as internal medicine, may hold mini-ranking
sessions after each of their interview dates throughout their interview season.

• Some core programs
begin interviewing

• All core training programs will have their final, or only, ranking session between January 1
and the February entry date as determined yearly by the National Resident Matching
Program (NRMP). Each program determines the date and time for their ranking session
within this time period.
February

March

• AOA/National
Matching
Services results
available

• Both program and
candidate ranking
lists are entered
(check the NRMP
website for date)
• Match Week
• NRMP results
available
• Programs that did
not fill all their
positions
participate in the
Supplemental
Offer and
Acceptance
Program (SOAP)
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• Programs send
• Programs that use
welcome letters and
survey tools to assess
additional materials
their interview process
to matched incoming
typically send them
residents
out starting now,
through early April
• Sponsoring
institutions contact
incoming residents
for information
• Some programs and
institutions release
contracts to
incoming residents
for their signatures

• Information gathered
in the survey tool is
used as a program/
recruitment metric at
the Annual Program
Review, most
commonly held in April
or May
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Sample Recruitment Calendar (cont.)

Figure
1.1
Month

Week 1

April

• Electronic Residency Application Service (ERAS) registration for residency program occurs in
the spring

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

• Programs review recruitment process
• Incoming resident paperwork is processed
• Programs revise and update resident manuals
May

• GME offices send out contracts to matched applicants
• Programs prepare schedules for incoming residents and finalize incoming resident orientation
activities
• Incoming resident paperwork is processed
• Programs revise and update resident manuals and academic didactic calendars/materials

June

• Programs prepare
files and update
software in
preparation for
incoming
residents

• Designated
institutional officials
(DIO)/directors of
medical education
(DME) gain access
to the PDWS
• DIOs/DMEs invite
July cycle program
directors and
coordinators new to
the web-based
PDWS
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• Incoming resident
week/orientation takes
place between June
15 and July 1,
depending upon
institution and
program
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Residency recruitment can be very stressful for residency coordinators. A
poorly executed recruitment process could lead to residency programs
accepting residents that are not the right fit, potentially putting patient safety
at risk. Resident Recruitment: From ERAS to Match takes the hassle out of the
recruitment process, helping you ensure your candidates are the right fit for
your program. The book will help you simplify the process with best practices
for reviewing applications, organizing interviews, and evaluating and ranking
applicants. It also includes sample forms to make your job easier. Guiding
you through the recruitment process from start to finish, this resource will
prepare you to recruit with confidence.

This book will help you:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Set your criteria for selecting applicants
Market your program to potential applicants
Review applications
Invite applicants and schedule interview dates
Successfully run interview days
Select the right candidates for your program
Navigate the ranking and Match processes
Make the most of the post-Match period
Orient and onboard incoming residents
Manage your year-round recruitment duties
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